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STRATOZ, AN EXPERIMENT OF RADIOMETRIC 

SURVEY OF THE STRATOSPHERE 

F. Karcher (1), L. Gramont and J. Laurent (2), C. Lippens (3) 

The last few years have been characterized by increased interest in the 
problem of the actual content in nitrogenic compounds of the stratosphere 
(ref. 1, 2). 

Since Johnston and Crutzen pointed out that low concentrations in N20, NO, 
N02 (due to stratospheric flight and extensive use of fertilizers) could 
reduce the ozone concentration by means of a catalytic reaction process, 
numeric simulations of the photochimical equilibriums were attempted and 
stratospheric measurement were required. 

STRATOZ, a joint experiment by E.E.R.M., O.N.E.R.A. and I.A.S.B. (1, 2, 3) 
consists in a survey of stratospheric 03' HN03, NO, N02 , HC1, CFC13, 
CF2C12 and CO on board a Caravelle aircraft which was cruising from 
Groenland to South America. Characteristics of the mission are given in 
figure 1. 

Three instrument were flown on the Caravelle (4): 

- a grille spectrometer l 
a N02 visible radiometer J 

- a IR radiometer . 

built by O.N.E.R.A. 

. . built by I.A.S.B. 
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Flight route for STRATOZ experiment 

Like in precedant e xperiences done by Girard et al., Ackerman et al . (1973 
to 1978) (ref . 3), the grille spectrometer (ref. 4) is associated with a 
sun-pointer as shown in figure 2. 

M- ServO controllC!d mirror 

p- sun tracl<er 

G-grille 

R- qrat j n9 

C-detllclor 

fig . 2 optical scheme of grille spectrometer 
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Using the sun as a source, absorption measurements are made in the l.R . 
range between 3 and 10 microns . The long absorption path obtained at 
sunset or sunrise makes it possible to detect and to measure chemical 
spec i es at very low mixing ratios (below 10 - 9 in volume). Because of the 
high resolution (0, 1 cm- 1 ) , great luminosity and full automatization of the 
spectrometer, narrow spectral ranges containing a few sing l e lines are 
scanned rapidly : each spectral range of the measurement programm shown in 
table 1 is repeated on an average every 4 minutes, which i s roughly the 
time interval corresponding to a var i ation of 1 degree in zenith angle 
o f the s un . 

studied constituant spectral -1 other const ituants range (cm ) 
having wee k lines in 
the same range 

HN03 1 32 4 - 1328 CH4, H2 O 

CO 2135 - 2142 N20, 03 

N02 1603 - 1607 H2 O 

HCl 2941 - 2949 CH4 

CFC13 1080 - 1085 H2O, °3 
NO 1913 - 1919 CO2 

° 3 172 3 - 1731 H2 O 

CFC12 1158 - 1162 °3' CH 4 

Table 1 : measurement program o f Grille-spectrometer 

Precision of the calculated vertical profiles of concentrations is poor 
above the height of flight. Good results are obta ined for the l owe r a l titu
des. In particular, a great precision is obtained for t he concentrations 
at altitude of flight by compa ring absorption at 91 ° and 89° z e nithal 
distances. The main paramater derived from theese measurements is the 
vertical column density. (ref . 5) . 

Complete r esults are not yet available. Figures 3 and 4 show latidudinal 
variations of total HN0 3 and N0 2 obtained for the " STRATOZ" Mission and 
comparison is possible with results of mission "Latitude Survey " (october , 
1976) (ref. 10). 
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fig. 3 vert ical thickness of HN0 3 above 11.5 km 
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The principle (ref . 6) of the radiometer is also an absorption measurement, 
but the source is the blue light of the sky scattered by molecules and 
aerosols at great altitudes. (fig. 5) 

sun 

stratosphl!re 

fig. 5 : principle of N02-radiometer 

A filter selects a wide spectral area (between 0,4 and 0,5 microns) corres
ponding to the visible absorption band of N02. As the apparatus is non 
dispersive, detection of N02 is due to the deviation from the exponential 
extinction law which appears on a wide spectral range. A device with four 
cells (figure 6) filled with N02 yields a deviation which is proportionnal 
to the atmospheric N02 thickness. 
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i- zenithal clistance of clct~ction 

c. PH.- 2 glasses port-hole 

c - chopper 

4C.W.-4 N0 2 cells wheel 

CC- NO. ca l ibration cell 

F - fi l ter 

D -cletector 

fig. 6 : schematic diagram of N02-radiometer 

Actually, atmospheric vertica l thickness EA cannot be calculated from 
measured thichness EM with the relation 

because scattering and absorption are not separate in space. From an other 
point of view, it is not possible to consider that the sky blue luminance 
is constant with varying i, zenithal distance of sight and is' zenithal 
distance of the sun. For these reasons, it was necessary to compute, for 
each measurement, i.e for each (i, is) an equivalent of 1/cos i called 
number of atmospheres. The number of atmospheres N is defined as follows 

-A 
e 

1 vertical thickness for a given standard N02 profile 

N apparent thickness (A) for the same given profile 

calculated sky luminance in direction of sight with a N02 containing atm 

calculated sky luminance in direction of sight with a N02 free atmosph. 

The signal variation for a variation of 1 number of atmosphere gives the 
N0 2 thickness between 11.5 km and top of atmosphere. Then results of 
calibrations done with known thickness cells (calibration cells) leads to 
the value in ppm.m or molecules. cm- 2 . 

Up to this date , only the 6 flights with sun tracking have been analysed 
because they have large number of atmosphere variations . Figure 7 shows 
the result of this work. 
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fig. 7 vertical thickness of N02 above 11.5 km measured by radiometer 

l.R. Radiometer (ref. 9 ) 

Characteristics of the l.R. Radiometer are shown schematically in figure 8. 
With an accurate regulating of chopper temperature and frequent calibrations 
on emission of liquid nitrogen (before and after each flight) I it is possible 
to get spectra of thermal emission of the stratosphere . Spectra obtained 
with the same kind of device during a balloon flight (1973) are shown in 
figure 9. 

system 

A. dry N. atmosphere 

I i quid Ni pan 
for z aro calibra1ion 

C. ZO H;: trmperature rQgulaUld choPPQr 

D. pyroe.lectr i c detector 

L . germanium lens 

w. variabll!-fillarwheel (7tol5rm with O.lf resolution) 

fig. 8 schematic diagram of lR radiometer 
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Thermal radiance is a combination of emission and absorption occuring along 
the optical path . For a given wave length, it can be written : 

k 
n (x): 
B (T): 

o 

o 
absorption coefficient 
concentration at distance x 
Planck emission of Black Body at temperature T. 

In the case of the ozone band at 9,6 microns the interpretation of the 
spectra as vertical profiles is not easy and is not yet achieved. 

The HN03 emission band at 11,3 microns, for which the theorical spectrum 
is not well-known, seems still more appropiate for the determination of an 
order of magnitude of vertical HN03 thickness. As the concentrations are 
very low Lsky can be approximated by -

L =Jkn(x) B (T(x))d.x 
Sky 0 0 

relation in which k can be taken form experimental data and corresponds to 
an absorption over the entire band. 

Concluding remarks 

1) The results obtained by spectrometry for N02 latitu::linal variations are in 
accordance with previous measurements (ref. 10). Radianetric measuranents demonstrate 
the same relative increase for N02 vertical column density from high latitude in the 
winter hemisphere to high latitu::le in the summer hemisphere ; however the quantities 
calculated from the radianetric measurements are roughly 10 times greater than the 
spectroscopic ones. 

This can be attributed to experimental difficulties with the absolute calibration 
system of the radiometer. 

It is also note"-Drthy that measurements in the visible spectrum of N02 have led up 
to now to greater concentrations than IR measurements. 

2) Spectrometric measurements are a very powerful tool for the knowledge of the 
stratosphere. They require well known theorical spectra for the stu::lied species 
and for the species which have contaminating lines in the recorded spectral range. 
For 03, HN03 and chlorofluoranethanes much spectroscopic "-Drk has still to be done. 
Radiometers have other advantages: they are easy to operate (at any time of the day) 
and were initially designed to fly on board commercial aircraft. 

We intend to make further experiments of the same type in order to detect 
possible climatic variations - the seasonnal trends have also to be 
checked. 

3) Comparisons are necessary with data of the ozone network and with data 
collected by NIMBUS 7 wich has been launched late october 1978. A study 
of the meteorological situations during the measurements period is also 
very useful to check against anormalous dynamic transport effects. 
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